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Government launches Swadeshi Microprocessor
Challenge
After the successful AatmaNirbhar app challenge, the Government of India has launched the “Swadeshi
Microprocessor Challenge” to propel itself further on the road to “Atmanirbhar Bharat” or self-reliant India.
IIT Madras and Center for Development of Advanced Computing (CDAC) have developed two
microprocessors named Shakti (32 bit) and Vega (64 bit) respectively using Open Source Architecture under
the aegis of Microprocessor Development Programme of Ministry of Electronics and IT (MeitY). “Swadeshi
Microprocessor Challenge- Innovate Solutions for #Aatmanirbhar Bharat” seeks to invite innovators,
startups and students to use these microprocessors to develop various technology products, a government
statement said. The Challenge which will be spread over ten months, is open to all students and startups; 100
shortlisted companies will win a grant of total Rs 1 Crore, while 25 finalists will win Rs. 1 crore each. The top
10 teams entering the finale will get the seed fund of total Rs 2.30 Crore and 12 months of incubation
support.
Source: The Hindu Business Online

Drone based Surveillance System introduced in
Indian Railways

For better security and surveillance in Indian Railways’ areas like station premises, yards,railway track
sections, workshops, etc., the Mumbai Division of Central Railway zone has recently procured two Ninja
UAVs. A team of four Railway Protection Force (RPF) staff, Mumbai have been trained to fly the drones, for
surveillance as well as for its maintenance. According to a press release issued by the Railway Ministry, these
drones are capable of Real Time Tracking, Video Streaming. They can be operated on Automatic Fail Safe
Mode. The extensive use of drones has been planned by the RPF for the purpose of Railway security.
Furthermore, at disaster sites, the drone will aid in helping in recovery, rescue, restoration as well as
coordinating of efforts of various agencies. It can also be used to assess encroachments on railway property.
Moreover, the drones are helpful while undertaking mapping of railway assets. They can give vital inputs
such as crowd magnitude, probable time of arrival, and dispersal during large scale crowd management
efforts, based on which efforts on crowd regulation may be planned and executed.
Source: Financial Express

IBM collaborates with NSDC to offer free digital
skills training
IBM announced its collaboration with National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) to offer a free digital
education platform focused on emerging technologies and professional development skills. As a part of the
collaboration, IBM will curate online courses from Open P-Tech platform and offer it to users via NSDC's
eSkill India portal to empower Indian youth on various skills to succeed in future careers.IBM will provide
online courses in emerging technologies like cybersecurity, blockchain, artificial intelligence and machine
learning, cloud and Internet of Things along with professional skills like design thinking to learners between
18 to 22 years for free.
Source: The Economic Times

First rockets produced by private sector
successfully test fired
In a major boost for Make in India, the first ever rockets fully manufactured by the private sector have been
successfully test fired by the army, signaling that single source dependency on Ordnance Factory Board
(OFB) will soon be a thing of the past. The Pinaka rockets were tested at a firing range in Pokharan and
achieved the desired results by accurately hitting targets. The rockets have been manufactured by the private
sector after a technology transfer agreement with the Defence Research and Development Organisation
(DRDO). The rockets have been manufactured by Economic Explosives Ltd (EEL) and are the first munition of
its kind made by the private sector in India. They are also a success story for DRDO that has been engaging
with the private sector to transfer manufacturing technology for home developed systems. DRDO has also
successfully tested an extended range guided Pinaka rocket that can hit targets at a distance of 75 km, a
significant boost from the current range of 40 km.
Source: The Economic Times
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FLAVOR'S OF INDIA
KANDA BHAJI

Recipe Servings: 2
Prep Time: 15 mins
Cook Time: 20 mins
Total Cook Time: 35 mins
Difficulty Level: easy

How to Make Kanda Bhaji:
Slice the onions thinly and place them in a mixing bowl;
Massage the salt into the onions and allow them to rest
aside;
Add gram flour to the sweating onions;
Add walnuts, coriander seeds crushed and green chillies;
Massage all of this together till the gram flour moistens and

Ingredients of Kanda

coats every onion slice;

Bhaji:

Heat oil for deep frying in a pan;

1 Cup onions, sliced
1/4 cup walnuts,
chopped
1 tbsp crushed

Make little clumps and fry on medium flame, fry till they
turn crisp and golden brown;
Remove the bhaji on absorbent kitchen napkins;
Serve hot and crisp with fried green chillies.

corianderr seeds

About Kanda Bhaji:

1 tsp green chilli,

Here is a mouth-watering, flavourful mix of onions, coriander,

chopped

spices and nutty walnuts, kanda bhaji is perfect for a

1/2 cup gram flour
1 tsp salt
Oil (for frying)

wholesome meal when you are craving something spicy!
Source: food.ndtv
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KERALA - WATERFALLS (4)

Attukad Waterfalls, Munnar: Attukad captures one’s attention for its endless trails making it
an undisputable part of every trekking enthusiast’s bucket list. Imagine rolling hills, a multitude
of waterfalls, rare species abound, and a cool breeze that accompanies you the entire way. The
visuals alone arrest your eyes for days as everywhere you turn; all you can see are natural
masterpieces. It is a place that must be traversed in the company of those you love, as these
memories cannot ever be properly described with words alone.
Getting there:
Nearest railway station: Aluva, about 102 km
Nearest airport: Cochin International Airport, about 101 km ; Madurai (Tamil Nadu), about 163
km
Source: https://www.keralatourism.org/
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Kalakkayam Waterfalls in Thiruvananthapuram: For those seeking adventure in its most primal form,
Kalakkayam Waterfalls in Thiruvananthapuram is the place to visit. These secret waterfalls cannot be visited without
traversing through both roads and forest trails. Nestled in the arms of an evergreen forest, only local guides can get
you to your final destination since no signboards have been placed around the area.Once you reach, you're greeted
by a wonderful sight. Mighty waves of clean and ice cold water plummet towards the ground, forming a pool at the
base. This pool is famous for its supposed medicinal qualities as well. The entire time you are surrounded by a dense
forests and species that haven't shown up on the mainland for a long time. The waterfall is part of the Mankayam
Stream that originates in the Agasthyavanam Forest. Bird watchers and trekking enthusiasts will find their wildest
dreams fulfilled here. It is indeed a secret, hidden by natural vegetation for centuries.
Getting there:
Nearest railway station: Thiruvananthapuram Central Railway Station, about 50 km
Nearest airport: Trivandrum International Airport, about 60 km
Source: https://www.keralatourism.org/
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DISCLAIMER:

Feedback/Suggestions:
We welcome suggestions/feedback of
our readers on e-bulletin. Kindly send
your views to us on
info.india.jakarta@gmail.com

The Embassy of India, Jakarta, has acquired information from the various sources indicated in the newsletter. Though due diligence has been performed, the Embassy

is not responsible for correctness and accuracy of reports.

